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Using the density-matrix renormalization group technique, we study a one-dimensional spin- 12 Heisenberg
chain consisting of coupled tetramers as an effective spin model for the copper vanadate CuInVO5. We obtain
the ground-state phase diagram as a function of intratetramer and intertetramer exchange interactions, exhibiting
two multimerized singlet phases: one is characterized by the formation of tetramer-singlet units, and the other is
characterized by the formation of dimer-singlet pairs. We show that the finite spin gaps in both the singlet phases
smoothly vanish at the phase boundary: a second-order phase transition defining a quantum critical point (QCP).
The phase boundary is also captured by the fact that the central charge is unity at the phase boundary and zero
otherwise in the thermodynamic limit. It is interesting that the dimer-singlet state is interpreted as a Haldane state
with hidden Z2 × Z2 symmetry breaking. We further demonstrate that the experimental magnetization curve
(which starts increasing with zero or tiny field) can be reasonably explained only by assuming the exchange
parameters of CuInVO5 to be very close to the phase boundary. Thus, we argue that CuInVO5 may be a first
example material which at ambient pressure stands near a QCP between two singlet phases. By varying the
balance of exchange interactions with pressure, a transition from the Néel phase to either of the singlet phases
could be observed.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.99.134420
I. INTRODUCTION
The concept of quantum criticality is now widely believed
to be central to understanding the physics of strongly corre-
lated system. At zero temperature, a second-order quantum
phase transition is associated with a quantum critical point
(QCP) [1,2] where the critical fluctuations are scale-invariant
and the system belongs to a universality class characterized
by critical exponents, independent of the microscopic details
of the system [3–5]. In addition, the physical properties over a
wide range of temperatures above a QCP could be influenced
by the critical fluctuations. Actually, a variety of exotic (non-
Fermi-liquid) behaviors due to strong quantum fluctuations,
i.e., quantum critical phenomena, have been reported in var-
ious systems such as high-Tc superconductivity [6], heavy
fermions [7,8], and iron pnictides [9], etc. So, quantum critical
phenomena are not just of theoretical interest but are the key
to explaining experimental observations.
In recent years, the significant progress of ultracold atomic
science has led to a number of experimental studies to find the
quantum criticality by controlling the interaction parameters
in optical lattices [10]. Quantum magnets can also provide a
fertile playground in which to study the critical phenomena.
In these materials, the quantum phase transitions could occur
through a QCP by controlling the exchange interactions by the
application of an external field [11] and/or of pressure [12].
A well-known example is thallium copper chloride, TlCuCl3
[13–15], having effective spin- 12 Cu2+ ions. At ambient pres-
sure, all the spins pair into spin-singlet dimers and the system
is in a gapped antiferromagnet. With increasing pressure, the
system goes into a Néel state through a QCP located at Pc =
1.07 kbar [16]. Near the QCP, the emergence of a well-defined
longitudinal mode in the spin excitations was also reported as
a signature of the semiclassical Néel order [17].
In this article, we consider the copper vanadate CuInVO5
as another candidate material near the QCP [18,19]. Crystal-
lographically, there are two different Cu sites having spin- 12
on each Cu2+ ion [20]. A tetramer, formed with two Cu1 and
two Cu2 sites, is the unit cell of a possible one-dimensional
(1D) spin model as presented in Fig. 1(a). We call this
model the “tetramer chain” hereafter. From the crystal struc-
ture, the interactions between tetramers seem to be relatively
weak. Based on the fittings of experimental data within an
isolated spin- 12 tetramer calculation, the effective exchange
interactions have been estimated as J1 = 240 ± 20 K, J2 =
−142 ± 10 K, and J3 = 30 ± 4 K [18]. A certain magnitude
of interchain coupling must also exist since a Néel order below
TN = 2.7 K has been observed [18].
The tetramer chain contains two multimerized singlet
phases in the ground state; depending on the exchange pa-
rameters, a tetramer-singlet state [Fig. 1(b)] or a dimer-singlet
state [Fig. 1(c)] appears (see below for details). Of particular
interest is that the exchange parameters for this compound are
most likely in a competing region of the two singlet states
[19]; and the system should be highly sensitive to external in-
fluences like magnetic field, pressure, and temperature. Nowa-
days, various other tetramer compounds exist: Cu2CdB2O6
(spin- 12 ) [21,22], SeCuO3 (spin- 12 ) [23,24], Cu2Fe2Ge4O13
(spin- 12 and spin- 52 ) [25,26], and Rb2Ni2Mo3O12 (spin-1)[27,28]. Further discoveries of exciting physics in these
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FIG. 1. (a) Lattice structure of the one-dimensional coupled-
tetramer Heisenberg model. Schematic pictures of (b) tetramer-
singlet and (c) dimer-singlet states. A red ellipse denotes a spin-
singlet formation.
compounds would be reasonably expected. Nevertheless,
there have been few theoretical studies on the tetramer com-
pounds.
Motivated by the above, we study the Heisenberg
tetramer chain using the density-matrix renormalization group
(DMRG) method [29] to investigate the ground-state prop-
erties of CuInVO5. We determine the ground-state phase
diagram as a function of intratetramer ferromagnetic (FM) and
intertetramer antiferromagnetic (AFM) exchange interactions,
containing the two multimerized singlet phases, i.e., tetramer-
singlet and dimer-singlet phases. We show that at the phase
boundary the spin gaps in both singlet states continuously
approach zero and the central charge is unity. We thus confirm
that the phase transition is of the second order, i.e., identified
as a QCP. By analyzing the experimental magnetization, we
find that the possible parameters of CuInVO5 are nearly on
the QCP at ambient pressure. The observed Néel order may
be realized if the (nearly) critical tetramer chains are coupled
[30]. By applying pressure and/or by lowering temperature,
a transition from the Néel to the singlet phases could be
observed. The tetramer compound CuInVO5 would be a first
material near the QCP between two singlet phases. Therefore,
this paper provides deeper insight into the quantum criticality.
The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II our Hamilto-
nian of the tetramer chain is explained and the applied numer-
ical method is described. In Sec. III we present our numerical
results. The ground-state phase diagram is determined based
on the results of the spin gap and the central charge. The
possibility of a hidden Z2 × Z2 symmetry-breaking order is
also discussed. Furthermore, by analyzing the experimental
magnetization curve, it is confirmed that the tetramer com-
pound CuInVO5 stands really close to a QCP. In Sec. IV we
give a conclusion and discussion/speculation on the tetramer
compound CuInVO5.
II. MODEL AND METHOD
The lattice structure of a tetramer chain is presented in
Fig. 1(a). The model Hamiltonian reads
H =
Nt∑
i=1
⎡
⎣J1Si,2 · Si,3 + J2(Si,1 · Si,2 + Si,3 · Si,4) + J3Si,4 · Si+1,1 + h 4∑
j=1
Szi, j
⎤
⎦, (1)
where Si, j is the spin- 12 operator at the jth site in the
ith tetramer, Nt is the total number of tetramers, J1 and
J2 are intratetramer couplings, J3 is an intertetramer cou-
pling, and h is the external field. The total length of the
system is L = 4Nt . According to Ref. [18], we assume
J1(> 0), J2(< 0), and J3(> 0) to be AFM, FM, and AFM,
respectively.
One can easily imagine the ground state in two limiting
cases.
(i) For J1 > |J2|  J3, each tetramer is in a singlet state
as shown in Fig. 1(b), whose wave function is approxi-
mately |g.s.〉tet =
∏Nt
i=1 |Ti〉 with a singlet formation in the
tetramer, |Ti〉 = 12 (| ↑〉i,1| ↓〉i,4 − |↓〉i,1| ↑〉i,4)(|↑〉i,2|↓〉i,3 −| ↓〉i,2|↑〉i,3), where | ↑〉i, j and | ↓〉i, j denote spin states at
the jth site in the ith tetramer. This singlet state is exact
in the limit J1  |J2|  J3. Although the other terms are
gradually mixed at finite |J2|/J1, |g.s.〉tet is still a good ap-
proximation for the ground state at J1  |J2|. Thus, we call
this state “tetramer-singlet state.” The spin gap is  = 12 (J2 +√
J21 − 2J1J2 + 4J22 −
√
J21 + J22 ).
(ii) For J1, J3  |J2|, each of the J1 and J3 bonds
forms a dimer singlet pair as shown in Fig. 1(c). The
wave function is a product state of the singlet pairs,
namely, |g.s.〉dim =
∏Nt
i=1 |Di〉, with |Di〉 = 12 (| ↑〉i,2| ↓〉i,3 −
| ↓〉i,2| ↑〉i,3)(| ↑〉i,4| ↓〉i+1,1 − | ↓〉i,4| ↑〉i+1,1). We call this
state the “dimer-singlet state.” The spin gap is  =
min(J1, J3).
We use the DMRG method to study the ground-state
properties of system (1). The periodic boundary conditions
are applied. Since the entanglement is relatively short ranged
in the ground state, we can perform accurate calculations for
chains with up to L = 200 by keeping up to 3000 density-
matrix eigenstates in the renormalization procedure. For a
three-leg ladder with L × 3 = 64 × 3, we keep up to 5000
density-matrix eigenstates.
III. RESULTS
A. Spin gap
Both the singlet states are characterized by a finite spin gap.
The spin gap is defined as
 = lim
L→∞
E0(L, 1) − E0(L, 0), (2)
where E0(L, Sztot ) is the total ground-state energy of the system
with length L and the z component of the total spin, Sztot . In
Fig. 2(a), the spin gap is plotted as a function of J3/J1 for
|J2|/J1 = 0.6 and 1 on a semilogarithmic scale. For both the
|J2|/J1 values, the spin gap drops continuously to zero at a
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FIG. 2. (a) Spin gap as a function of J3/J1 for |J2|/J1 = 0.6 and
1. The dotted line denotes the boundary between tetramer-singlet
and dimer-singlet phases. (b) System-size dependence of the central
charge as a function of J3/J1 for |J2|/J1 = 0.6 and 1.
single J3/J1 value. This may suggest a direct second-order
transition between tetramer-singlet and dimer-singlet phases;
namely, the system is gapless only at the phase boundary. The
spin gap increases with the distance from the phase boundary.
In the limit J3  |J2|, it saturates to /J1 = 1 being the
energy to break a singlet pair on the J1 bond; whereas in the
limit J3 	 |J2|, it saturates at /J1 = 1/4 because the system
(1) is equivalent to isolated spin-1 J1 dimers. Furthermore,
it is interesting that the dimer-singlet state is interpreted as
a Haldane state [31]. As shown below, by examining the
string order parameter [32,33], we have confirmed that hidden
Z2 × Z2 symmetry breaking [34] occurs in the whole region
of the dimer-singlet phase.
B. Central charge
The central charge c provides definitive information on the
universality class of a (1 + 1)-dimensional system [35]. A
system in the Tomonaga-Luttinger phase belongs to the Gaus-
sian universality class (c = 1) and c < 1 is expected for the
gapped phase from the renormalization in the massive region.
The central charge can be numerically calculated through the
von Neumann entanglement entropy SL(l ) = −Trlρl log ρl ,
where ρl = TrL−lρ is the reduced density matrix of the sub-
system with length l and ρ is the full density matrix of the
whole system with length L. Using the conformal field theory,
the relation between SL(l ) and c has been derived [36–38]:
SL(l ) = c3 ln [ Lπ sin ( π lL )] + s1, where s1 is a nonuniversal
FIG. 3. Ground-state phase diagram with |J2|/J1 and J3/J1. The
dashed line is the phase boundary between the tetramer-singlet and
dimer-singlet states, estimated from the central charge. The color
map displays the spin-spin correlation between two neighboring
spins on the J3 bond. A schematic picture for each state is also shown.
constant. A prime objective of using this formula is to estimate
the central charge [39,40]. For the system (1) the central
charge is obtained via [41]
c = 3
[
SL
( L
2 − 8
)− SL( L2 )]
ln
[
cos
( 8π
L
)] . (3)
Note that the difference of SL(l ) is taken between l = L/2 and
L/2 − 8 since the unit cell contains four sites and periodic
boundary conditions are applied. More details are explained
in Appendix B.
In Fig. 2(b) the central charge is plotted as a function
of J3/J1 for |J2|/J1 = 0.6 and 1 for several system lengths
L. In each case a single Lorentzian-like peak is obtained. It
appears that the peak becomes sharper but keeps its height
around c ≈ 1 with increasing L; in fact, it is extrapolated to
a δ peak of height c = 1 in the thermodynamic limit. The
finite-size scaling analyses of the width, the height, and the
position are given in Appendix B. This δ peak clearly indicates
a gapless point corresponding to the QCP between the two
singlet phases. The critical J3/J1 values agree well with those
estimated from the spin gap.
C. Phase diagram
Figure 3 shows the ground-state phase diagram of system
(1). The phase boundary between the tetramer-singlet and
dimer-singlet phases has been determined based on the results
of the central charge. At |J2| = J3 = 0, only singlet J1 bonds
as well as uncoupled spins exist. The tetramer-singlet state
is stabilized if FM J2 is switched on; and the dimer-singlet
state is stabilized if AFM J3 is switched on. In the small
|J2|/J1 regime, therefore, a phase transition between the two
singlet states is driven by the competition between J2 and J3.
By comparing the energies of the isolated tetramer singlet
and the isolated dimer singlet, we obtain the relation J3/J1 =
(|J2|/J1)2/2 giving the phase boundary. Thus, the boundary
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line, i.e., the critical J3/J1 value rises slowly with increasing
|J2|/J1. More details are discussed in Appendix A.
Whereas in the large |J2|/J1 regime, the system (1) can
be effectively mapped onto a spin-1 Heisenberg chain with
alternating bonds J1/4 and J3/4. This mapping becomes exact
in the limit of |J2| = ∞. In this limit, the system is in either
the tetramer-singlet or dimer-singlet state depending on the
ratio between J1 and J3. The tetramer-singlet and dimer-
singlet states correspond to the (2,0)- and (1,1)-type valence-
bond-solid (VBS) states [42], respectively. Since the critical
ratio between the (2,0)- and (1,1)-type VBS states has been
estimated to be J3/J1 = 0.587 36 in the spin-1 chain [43,44],
the phase boundary is expected to saturate at J3/J1 = 0.587 36
in the large |J2|/J1 regime of system (1). In fact, a critical
value J3/J1 = 0.586 32 is obtained at |J2|/J1 = 1000. More
details are discussed in Appendix A.
Figure 3 also presents the spin-spin correlation between
two neighboring sites on the J3 bond. In the tetramer-singlet
phase it is nearly zero since four spins in each tetramer
are almost screened. In the dimer-singlet phase it would be
close to −3/4. We find that the spin-spin correlation rapidly
changes around the phase boundary. It is interesting that the
phase boundary is roughly coincident with a line of the spin-
spin correlation −1/4, meaning a strong competition between
the two singlet states. A similar trend was pointed out by
cluster mean-field calculations in Ref. [19].
D. String order
If two spin- 12 ’s on the J2 bond are contracted to an effective
spin-1 degree of freedom, a finite spin gap in the dimer-singlet
state might be interpreted as a Haldane gap. In a Haldane
system, a topological order characterized by hidden Z2 × Z2
symmetry breaking is naively expected. To investigate the
possibility of the hidden order, we examine the string order
parameter:
Ozs = − lim|i− j|→∞
〈(
Szi,3 + Szi,4
)
× exp
(
iπ
j−1∑
k=i+1
4∑
l=1
Szk,l
)(
Szj,1 + Szj,2
)〉
. (4)
For our system (1), Eq. (4) can be simplified as
Ozs = − lim|i− j|→∞(−4)
2( j−i−1)
〈(
Szi,3 + Szi,4
)
j−1∏
k=i+1
4∏
l=1
Szk,l
(
Szj,1 + Szj,2
)〉
. (5)
In Eqs. (4) and (5), although sites 3 and 4 in the ith tetramer
and sites 1 and 2 in the jth tetramer are chosen as the J2-
bonded spin- 12 pairs, i.e., the effective spin-1 sites, the results
do not depend on the choice: sites 1 and 2 in the ith tetramer
and sites 1 and 2 in the jth tetramer, and sites 3 and 4 in the
ith tetramer and sites 3 and 4 in the jth tetramer.
In Fig. 4 the string order parameter in the thermodynamic
limit is plotted as a function of J3/J1 for several |J2|/J1 values.
The finite value of Ozs suggests the formation of a singlet
state with a hidden topological long-range order. Interestingly,
FIG. 4. String order parameter as a function of J3/J1 for
|J2|/J1 = 0.6, 1, and 2. The dotted lines indicate the values for the
Affleck-Kennedy-Lieb-Tasaki (AKLT) model and the spin-1 Heisen-
berg chain.
the string order starts to develop rapidly at the QCP from
tetramer-singlet to dimer-singlet phases but it increases con-
tinuously from 0 as a consequence of the second-order transi-
tion between the two singlet states. It seems to saturate quickly
with J3/J1. The saturation value is increased with increasing
|J2|/J1 because the Haldane’s VBS picture becomes more
complete for larger |J2|/J1. Already at |J2|/J1 = 1 the value
is close to Ozs  0.3743 for the spin-1 Heisenberg chain. In
the limit |J2|/J1 → ∞ it approaches Ozs = 49  0.4444 for the
perfect VBS state for the Affleck-Kennedy-Lieb-Tasaki model
[31]. Note that with further increasing J3/J1 the string order
goes down to 0 at some J3/J1 > 1 because the system goes
again into the tetramer-singlet state where a J3 bond with the
neighboring J2 bonds forms the tetramer singlet state.
E. Magnetization with external field
The experimental magnetization of CuInVO5 at K = 1.3 K
begins to increase almost linearly from zero field [18], as seen
in Fig. 5(b). This indicates that the system is in a gapless or
tiny-gapped state at T = 0. Thus, we consider the magnetiza-
tion M with the external field h around the phase boundary.
According to Ref. [18], we here focus on |J2|/J1 = 0.6 where
the critical J3/J1 value is 0.079. In Fig. 5(a) the magnetization
curves of system (1) near the critical point are plotted. At the
critical point J3/J1 = 0.079, the magnetization is smoothly
connected to M = 0 with approaching h = 0, being consistent
with the experimental observation. However, when J3/J1 de-
viates only by ±0.01 from the critical value, the system enters
into the singlet phases and consequently the gapped features
are clearly visible in the magnetization process. Its excitation
gap corresponds to H ∼ 4 T in CuInVO5. Therefore, we argue
that CuInVO5 stands very close to the QCP. Furthermore, with
|J2|/J1 = 0.6 fixed we see a significant discrepancy between
our critical J3/J1 = 0.079 and the mean-field value (J3/J1 =
0.125) leading to a “gapless” magnetization in Ref. [18].
This means that the quantum fluctuations, which are strongly
suppressed in the mean-field calculation, play a crucial role in
the phase transition between two singlet states.
The magnetization of system (1) also exhibits a divergent
increase near the half-saturation M/Ms = 0.5. This is a typical
feature of 1D Heisenberg systems. A similar behavior is
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FIG. 5. (a) Magnetization M/Ms of the system (1) near the phase
transition calculated by DMRG, where Ms is the full-saturation
value. The inset indicates the location of used parameters in the
phase diagram. (b) Fitting of the experimental magnetization curve
[18] with three-leg tetramer chains coupled by the perpendicular
interchain interaction J ′. The inset shows the lattice structure of
three-leg tetramer chains.
found at any point on the phase boundary (see Appendix C).
But the experimental magnetization near the half-saturation
is more gentle, and in general, can be effected by AFM
interchain coupling. Although the structure of interchain cou-
plings for CuInVO5 is unknown, the dominant one should be
unfrustrated and AFM because a Néel order has been exper-
imentally observed. We then simply assume a perpendicular
AFM interchain coupling J ′. To examine the effect of J ′, we
employ three-leg tetramer chains [see the inset of Fig. 5(b)]
to maintain the gapless feature. A fitting of the experimental
magnetization curve using the three-leg tetramer chains is
shown in Fig. 5(b). We can see a good agreement by assuming
only 1% AFM interchain coupling of J1: The parameters used
are J1 = 263 K, J2 = −158 K, J3 = 21 K, and J ′ = 2.63 K.
We note that this fitting is not unique because a comparable
agreement can be also achieved even with the other |J2|/J1
values. Nevertheless, in either case the interchain coupling is
likely to be very weak.
IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
We studied the 1D spin- 12 Heisenberg model consisting of
coupled tetramers using the DMRG method. Based on the
FIG. 6. Schematic phase diagram of CuInVO5 based on the theo-
retical speculation with (a) a tetramer chain and (b) coupled tetramer
chains. At zero temperature, when the critical tetramer chains are
connected by AFM interchain coupling, only a narrow region near
the QCP is substituted by a Néel phase; then the Néel phase extends
to nonzero temperatures. The dotted and solid lines between different
regions denote crossovers and phase transitions, respectively.
results of the spin gap and the central charge, we mapped
out the ground-state phase diagram as a function of intrate-
tramer coupling and intertetramer coupling. Depending on
the coupling ratio, we found two singlet phases in the phase
diagram: a tetramer-singlet state where each tetramer forms
a singlet unit, and a dimer-singlet state where each dimer
forms a singlet pair. Interestingly, the dimer-singlet state is
interpreted as a Haldane state with hidden Z2 × Z2 symmetry
breaking. We also showed that the spin gaps in both singlet
phases continuously approach zero and the central charge is
unity at the phase boundary. This defines a QCP where a
second-order transition occurs between the two singlet phases.
By analyzing the experimental magnetization curve, we argue
that the possible exchange coupling parameters of CuInVO5
are close to the QCP at ambient pressure and that the inter-
chain coupling needed to realize the Néel order is very small,
only ∼1% of the AFM intratetramer coupling.
Lastly, we provide some speculations about the experi-
mental realization in CuInVO5. As demonstrated above, the
tetramer chain (1) undergoes a second-order transition be-
tween tetramer-singlet and dimer-singlet phases at T = 0.
The 1D nature of CuInVO5 would be well described by the
single tetramer chain near the QCP; however, the observed
Néel order is never achieved as long as the single chain
is considered [see Fig. 6(a)]. And yet, when the (nearly)
critical tetramer chains are connected by weak AFM inter-
chain coupling, the phase diagram is changed as illustrated
in Fig. 6(b); namely, the QCP and quantum critical region
at low temperature are replaced by the Néel phase, just as a
Néel order can be realized in the coupled critical Heisenberg
134420-5
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chains [30]; on the other hand, the two singlet phases mostly
remain as they are since a singlet state is robust against
additional couplings. The Néel temperature might scale to
the magnitude of AFM interchain coupling. In Ref. [18],
the Néel order might be observed somewhere in the green
range of Fig. 6(b). If such is the case, by applying pressure
or stretch, varying the balance of exchange interactions, a
transition from Néel to singlet phases could be driven. A more
intriguing expectation may be that a two-step transition from
paramagnetic to singlet via Néel states could be observed by
lowering the temperature. However, it depends on how the
Néel phase extends at finite temperature. It is to be hoped
that future theoretical and experimental research will clarify
this point.
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APPENDIX A: FINITE-SIZE SCALING
In Fig. 2(b) of the main text the central charge c is plotted
as a function of J3/J1 at fixed |J2|/J1 values for several system
lengths. A single Lorentzian-like peak is obtained in each
case. Apparently, the peak height is c ≈ 1, the peak position is
almost independent of the system size, and the peak width is
decreased with increasing the system size; therefore, this peak
seems to indicate a quantum critical point (QCP) between the
two singlet phases. However, if the peak indeed corresponds
to a single QCP, the following conditions must be fulfilled: (i)
The peak height goes to 1, (ii) the peak width is shrunk to 0,
i.e., δ peak, and (iii) the peak position converges to a finite
value in the thermodynamic limit L → ∞.
To confirm it, the finite-size scaling analysis for |J2|/J1 =
0.6 is performed in Fig. 7. First, as shown in Fig. 7(b), for
each the system size, the peak height (cmax), position (J3,c/J1),
and half-width (w) are estimated by fitting several points in a
narrow J3/J1 region around the maximum with a Lorentzian
function:
c(J3/J1) = cmaxw
2
(J3 − J3,c)2/J21 + w2
. (A1)
The values of cmax, J3,c/J1, and w are determined as fit-
ting parameters for each the peak. Using the determined
values, finite-size scaling analyses of the peak height, the
position, and the half-width as a function of 1/L are shown
in Figs. 7(c)–7(e), respectively We clearly see that the values
are extrapolated to cmax = 1, J3,c/J1 = 0.078 525, and w = 0
in the thermodynamic limit L → ∞. We thus confirm that
the QCP at J3/J1 = 0.078 525 is indicated by a δ peak of the
central charge with height 1.
Let now us comment on the oscillation of cmax, J3,c/J1, and
w with the system size, seen in Figs. 7(c)–7(e). The oscillation
is caused by a technical reason: The system is divided into
two subsystems when we calculate the entanglement entropies
FIG. 7. (a) Three kinds of partitioning of the periodic system in
our calculation of the central charge. (b) Fitting of the central charge
with fixed system size by the Lorentzian function (A1). The system
size is L = 96, 88, 80, 72, and 64 from bottom to top. Finite-size
scaling analyses of (c) the peak height cmax, (d) the position J3,c/J1,
and (e) the half-width w as a function of 1/L. The blue dotted line
denotes a scaling function.
SL( L2 ) and SL( L2 − 8) for obtaining the central charge via
Eq. (3) of the main text. The cut position (bond) depends on
how to construct the DMRG block. In our calculations there
are two possibilities of an appropriate cut; one is to cut two
J3 bonds and the other is to cut two J1 bonds as shown in A
and B of Fig. 7(a), respectively. In Figs. 7(b)–7(e), the values
obtained with cuts A and B are plotted as solid and open
circles, respectively. This oscillation is not very crucial for
the scaling analysis in this study. But truthfully, the scaling
analysis should be performed separately between the cases of
A and B. For some parameters, we also explored another cut
manner shown the C scheme in Fig. 7(a); where the system is
divided at each of the J1 and J3 bonds. In fact, this cut manner
leads to a faster convergence to the thermodynamic limit. This
is so because the central charge can be obtained from the 4th
neighbor entanglement entropies SL( L2 ) and SL( L2 − 4) in the
C scheme instead of the 8th neighbors SL( L2 ) and SL( L2 − 8)
in the A and B schemes.
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FIG. 8. Critical J3/J1 value of the tetramer chain as a function of
|J2|/J1 for (a) a small |J2|/J1 region and (b) a wide range of |J2|/J1.
The analytical asymptotic lines are also plotted as dotted lines.
APPENDIX B: PHASE BOUNDARY FOR LIMITING CASES
Let us start with an isolated tetramer limit (J2 < 0, J3 =
0). The ground-state energy of the isolated tetramer is
Etet
J1
= −1
4
[
1 + 2J2
J1
+ 2
√
1 − 2J2
J1
+
(
2J2
J1
)2]
. (B1)
In the limit |J2| 	 J1, Eq. (B1) is approximated by
Etet
J1
= −3
4
[
1 +
(
J2
J1
)2]
, (B2)
whereas in the isolated dimer limit (J2 = 0, J3 > 0), the
ground-state energy per tetramer is a simple sum of two
singlet pairs on the J1 and J3 bonds:
Edim
J1
= −3
4
(
1 + J3
J1
)
. (B3)
By comparing Eqs. (B2) and (B3) and taking into consid-
eration that the number of J2 bonds are twice as many as that
of the J3 bonds in the system, we obtain
J3
J1
= 1
2
(
J2
J1
)2
. (B4)
The phase boundary is given by Eq. (B4) at the small |J2| and
J3 regions. In Fig. 8(a) we plot the critical values of J3/J1
obtained from the central charge as a function of (J2/J1)2. We
can see that the numerical values approach asymptotically the
analytical line (B4) with decreasing |J2| and J3.
In the large |J2| limit, two spin- 12 ’s on each J2 bond
form a spin-triplet pair. By relating the three states | ↑↑〉,
| ↑↓〉 + | ↓↑〉)/√2, and | ↓↓〉 to Sz = 1, 0, and −1 states,
respectively, the resultant spin on the J2 bond can be reduced
to a spin-1 degree of freedom. Therefore, the tetramer chain
can be effectively mapped onto a spin-1 Heisenberg chain
with bond alternation:
H =
L/4∑
i=1
(
J1
4
S(1)2i−1 · S(1)2i +
J3
4
S(1)2i · S(1)2i+1
)
+ const., (B5)
where S(1)i is the spin-1 operator at site i. Then, the tetramer-
singlet and dimer-singlet states correspond to the (2,0)- and
(1,1)-type valence-bond-solid (VBS) states, respectively. The
critical value between two VBS states has been estimated
as J3/J1 = 0.587 36. As shown in Fig. 8(b), the critical
FIG. 9. (a) Magnetization as a function of the external field for
several parameter sets on the phase boundary between two singlet
states. A schematic spin structure on the 1/2-plateau is shown in
the inset. Magnitude of the external field leading to the (b) half-
saturation and (c) full-saturation as a function of the critical value
of J3/J1. (d) Magnetization as a function of the normalized external
field by hs1 for several parameters on the phase boundary. The inset
shows the positions of the parameter sets in the phase diagram.
J3/J1 value of the tetramer chain approaches asymptotically
0.587 36 in the large |J2| regime.
APPENDIX C: MAGNETIZATION
We here explain the general properties of magnetization
just on the phase boundary between two singlet states. For
relevance to the experimental observation, we plot only the
low-field part of the magnetization curve in the main text. In
Fig. 9(a) we show a whole picture of the magnetization curve,
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including the full-saturation M/Ms = 1 for some parameter
sets on the phase boundary. In each case the gapless behavior
is clearly seen near zero field. With increasing the external
field, we find a wide plateau at M/Ms = 1/2, where each J1
bond forms a singlet pair and the other spins are polarized
along the field direction.
We then consider the saturation fields. Hereafter, the
magnitudes of the external field where the magnetiza-
tion reaches the half-saturation M/Ms = 1/2 and the full-
saturation M/Ms = 1 are denoted as hs1 and hs2, respectively.
In Fig. 9(b) the half-saturation field hs1 is plotted as a function
of the critical J3 value (≡ J3,c). When |J2| and J3 are small, at
the QCP it would be fair to assume that J3 is counterbalanced
to the interaction between two spins on the sides of the J1
bond, as sketched in the inset of Fig. 9(b). Therefore, the
system might be mapped onto a spin- 12 Heisenberg chain with
the uniform interaction J3,c by renormalizing the spin degrees
of freedom on the J1 bond into the virtual interaction J3. The
saturation field of this chain is hs1 = 2J3,c; as seen in Fig. 9(b),
this relation gives a good approximation for the half-saturation
field at small |J2| and J3 regions. The full-saturation field
hs2/J1 is plotted as a function of J3,c in Fig. 9(c). It is 1 in
the small |J2| and J3 limits because the system consists only of
singlet dimers on the J1 bond. When |J2| and J3 are introduced,
singlet-triplet splitting of the singlet dimers is narrowed so
that hs,2/J1 is decreased. Whereas in the large |J2| limit, the
system can be mapped onto a spin-1 Heisenberg chain with
alternating bonds J1/4 and J3/4. The half- and full-saturation
fields of this spin-1 chain at the critical point J3/J1 = 0.587 36
between the (2,0)- and (1,1)-type VBS states are estimated
as hs,1 = 0.481 912 97 and hs,2 = 0.793 682 5, respectively.
Hence, the values of hs,1/J1 and hs,2/J1 of the tetramer
chain approach 0.481 912 97 and 0.793 682 5, respectively, at
J3,c/J1 = 0.587 36 (|J2| → ∞).
Finally, let us check the parameter dependence of the
magnetization curve at the QCP. Figure 9(d) shows the mag-
netization curve for the tetramer chain as a function of the
normalized external field by hs,1 for several critical points. The
shape of the magnetization curve is almost independent of the
parameters used in the realistic range. Thus, a unique fitting
of the experimental magnetization curve within the tetramer
chain would be difficult.
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